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Description

Background

[0001] This application relates to high gain antenna
structures and specifically antenna structures based on
metamaterial designs.
[0002] Various structures may be used in wireless ac-
cess points and base stations to implement high gain
antennas. Access points may be stationary or mobile
units that transmit signals to other receivers, and there-
fore, act as routers in a wireless communication system.
In these applications, high gain antennas are used to
extend the signal range and boost the transmit/receive
capabilities. As used herein a high gain antenna refers
to a directional antenna which radiates a focused, narrow
beam, allowing precise targeting of the radio signal in the
given direction. The forward gain of a high gain antenna
may be evaluated by the isotropic decibel measurement,
dBi, which provides an indication of the antenna gain or
antenna sensitivity with respect to an isotropic antenna.
The forward antenna gain provides an indication of the
power generated by the antenna. As the number of wire-
less devices increases, there is an increasing need for
high gain antennas.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0003]

Figures 1-2 illustrate an antenna formed on a sub-
strate.
Figures 3-4 are plots illustrating radiation patterns
associated with the antenna of Figures 1-2.
Figures 5 and 6 are plots of dispersion curves asso-
ciated with metamaterial structures.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate a Y-shaped metamaterial
antenna structure, according to an example.
Figures 9 and 10 are plots illustrating radiation pat-
terns associated with the antenna structure of Fig-
ures 7 and 8, according to an example.
Figure 11 illustrates a first portion of a Y-shaped met-
amaterial antenna structure having a capacitive el-
ement positioned proximate the cell patch of the an-
tenna structure and capacitively coupled thereto, ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention.
Figure 12 illustrates a second portion of the antenna
structure of Figure 11 providing inductive loading to
the first portion of the antenna structure, according
to an embodiment.
Figure 13 illustrates electromagnetic coupling of the
first portion of the antenna of Figure 11 in situ on the
first layer of the substrate material, according to an
embodiment.
Figures 14 and 15 illustrate a 3-dimensional view of
an antenna structure as in Figures 11 and 12, formed
on a substrate, according to an embodiment.
Figures 16 and 17 illustrate radiation patterns asso-

ciated with the antenna structure of Figures 14 and
15, according to an embodiment.
Figures 18, 19 and 20 illustrate antenna structures
having capacitive elements, according to embodi-
ments.
Figure. 21 illustrates a radiation pattern associated
with an antenna structure as in Figures 19 and 20,
according to an embodiment.
Figures 22 and 23 illustrate a change in radiation
pattern incurred by the addition of a capacitive ele-
ment, according to various embodiments.
Figures 24 and 25 illustrate alternate shaped anten-
na structures implementing capacitive elements, ac-
cording to various embodiments.
Figure 26 illustrates a configuration of multiple an-
tennas, according to an embodiment.
Figure 27 illustrates a wireless device incorporating
an antenna having at least one parasitic capacitive
element, according to an embodiment.
Figure 28 illustrates a method for generating an an-
tenna having a parasitic capacitive element, accord-
ing to an embodiment.
Figures 29 and 30 are plots of the expected peak
gains associated with various antenna configura-
tions, according to embodiments.

Detailed Description

[0004] The invention is defined in claim 1. In many ap-
plications it is desirable to reduce the Radio Frequency
(RF) output power of a device. For example, devices in-
corporating a high gain antenna generally have in-
creased energy efficiency. Additionally, high gain anten-
nas may be implemented to optimize the cost of manu-
facturing the device by reducing the elements required
to support and operate with the antenna. For example,
a high gain antenna reduces the power output level of a
Power Amplifier (PA), as seen in the above example,
wherein the high gain antenna allows the system to op-
timize the overall power limit using less power. Further,
reducing the power output of the PA may result in reduced
Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI). This may occur as
high power outputs tend to include higher harmonic levels
and these higher levels increase EMI. High gain anten-
nas act to reduce the power output of the PA and thus
reduce EMI.
[0005] A metamaterial (MTM) antenna structure may
be implemented as a high gain antenna that avoids many
of the drawbacks of conventional high gain antennas. A
metamaterial may be defined as an artificial structure
which behaves differently from a natural RH material
alone. Unlike RH materials, a metamaterial may exhibit
a negative refractive index, wherein the phase velocity
direction is opposite to the direction of the signal energy
propagation where the relative directions of the (E,H,β)
vector fields follow a left-hand rule. When a metamaterial
is designed to have a structural average unit cell size ρ
which is much smaller than the wavelength of the elec-
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tromagnetic energy guided by the metamaterial, the met-
amaterial behaves like a homogeneous medium to the
guided electromagnetic energy. Metamaterials that sup-
port only a negative index of refraction with permittivity ε
and permeability m being simultaneously negative are
pure Left Handed (LH) metamaterials.
[0006] A metamaterial structure may be a combination
or mixture of an LH metamaterial and an RH material;
these combinations are referred to as Composite Right
and Left Hand (CRLH). CRLH structures may be engi-
neered to exhibit electromagnetic properties tailored to
specific applications. Additionally, CRLH MTMs may be
used in applications where other materials may be im-
practical, infeasible, or unavailable to satisfy the require-
ments of the application. In addition, CRLH MTMs may
be used to develop new applications and to construct
new devices that may not be possible with RH materials
and configurations.
[0007] A metamaterial CRLH antenna structure pro-
vides a high gain antenna that avoids many of the draw-
backs of conventional high gain antennas. Such MTM
components may be printed onto a substrate, such as a
Printed Circuit Board (PCB), providing an easily manu-
factured, inexpensive solution. The PCB may include a
ground plane or a surface having a truncated or patterned
ground portion or portions. In such a design, the printed
antenna may be designed to be smaller than half a wave-
length of the supported frequency range. The impedance
matching and radiation patterns of such an antenna are
influenced by the size of and the distance to the ground
plane. The CRLH antenna structure may have printed
components on a first surface of the substrate, and other
printed components on the opposite surface or ground
plane.
[0008] To better understand MTM and CRLH struc-
tures, first consider that the propagation of electromag-
netic waves in most materials obeys the right-hand rule
for the (E,H,β) vector fields, which denotes the electrical
field E, the magnetic field H, and the wave vector β (or
propagation constant). In these materials, the phase ve-
locity direction is the same as the direction of the signal
energy propagation (group velocity) and the refractive
index is a positive number. Such materials are referred
to as Right/Handed (RH) materials. Most natural mate-
rials are RH materials, but artificial materials may also
be RH materials.
[0009] A CRLH MTM design may be used in a variety
of applications, including wireless and telecommunica-
tion applications. The use of a CRLH MTM design for
elements within a wireless application often reduces the
physical size of those elements and improves the per-
formance of these elements. In some embodiments,
CRLH MTM structures are used for antenna structures
and other RF components) metamaterials. A CRLH met-
amaterial behaves like an LH metamaterial under certain
conditions, such as for operation at low frequencies; the
same CRLH metamaterial may behave like an RH ma-
terial under other conditions, such as operation at high

frequencies.
[0010] Implementations and properties of various
CRLH MTMs are described in, for example, Caloz and
Itoh, "Electromagnetic Metamaterials: Transmission Line
Theory and Microwave Applications," John Wiley & Sons
(2006). CRLH MTMs and their applications in antennas
are described by Tatsuo Itoh in "Invited paper: Prospects
for Metamaterials," Electronics Letters, Vol. 40, No. 16
(August, 2004).
[0011] Metamaterials are manmade composite mate-
rials and structures engineered to produce desired elec-
tromagnetic propagation behavior not found in natural
media. The term "metamaterial" refers to many variations
of these man-made structures, including Transmission-
Lines (TL) based on electromagnetic CRLH propagation
behavior. Such structures may be referred to as "meta-
material-inspired" as these structures are formed to have
behaviors consistent with those of a metamaterial.
[0012] Metamaterial technology, as used herein, in-
cludes technical means, methods, devices, inventions
and engineering works which allow compact devices
composed of conductive and dielectric parts and are
used to receive and transmit electromagnetic waves. Us-
ing MTM technology, antennas and RF components may
be made very compactly in comparison to competing
methods and may be very closely spaced to each other
or to other nearby components while at the same time
minimizing undesirable interference and electromagnet-
ic coupling. Such antennas and RF components further
exhibit useful and unique electromagnetic behavior that
results from one or more of a variety of structures to de-
sign, integrate, and optimize antennas and RF compo-
nents inside wireless communications devices
[0013] CRLH structures are structures that behave as
structures exhibiting simultaneous negative permittivity
(ε) and negative permeability (m) in a frequency range
and simultaneous positive ε and positive m in another
frequency range. Transmission-Line (TL) based CRLH
structure are structures that enable TL propagation and
behave as structures exhibiting simultaneous negative
permittivity (ε) and negative permeability (m) in a frequen-
cy range and simultaneous positive ε and positive m in
another frequency range. The CRLH based antennas
and TLs may be designed and implemented with and
without conventional RF design structures.
[0014] Antennas, RF components and other devices
made of conventional conductive and dielectric parts may
be referred to as "MTM antennas," "MTM components,"
and so forth, when they are designed to behave as an
MTM structure. MTM components may be easily fabri-
cated using conventional conductive and insulating ma-
terials and standard manufacturing technologies includ-
ing but not limited to: printing, etching, and subtracting
conductive layers on substrates such as FR4, ceramics,
LTCC, MMICC, flexible films, plastic or even paper.
[0015] A practical implementation of a pure Left-Hand-
ed (LH) TL includes Right-Hand (RH) propagation inher-
ited from the lump elemental electrical parameters. This
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composition including LH and RH propagation or modes,
results in improvements in air interface integration, Over-
The-Air (OTA) performance and miniaturization while si-
multaneously reducing Bill Of Materials (BOM) costs and
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) values. MTMs enable
physically small but electrically large air interface com-
ponents, with minimal coupling among closely spaced
devices. MTM antenna structures in some embodiments
are built by patterning and printing copper directly on a
dielectric substrate, such as in a conventional FR-4 sub-
strate or a Flexible Printed Circuit (FPC) board.
[0016] In one example a metamaterial structure may
be a periodic structure with N identical unit cells cascad-
ing together where each cell is much smaller than one
wavelength at the operational frequency. The unit cell is
then a single repeatable metamaterial structure. In this
sense, the composition of one metamaterial unit cell is
described by an equivalent lumped circuit model having
a series inductor (LR), a series capacitor (CL), shunt in-
ductor (LL) and shunt capacitor (CR) where LL and CL
determine the LH mode propagation properties while LR
and CR determine the RH mode propagation properties.
The behaviors of both LH and RH mode propagation at
different frequencies can be easily addressed in a simple
dispersion diagram such as described herein below with
respect to Figures. 5 and 6 described hereinbelow. In
such a dispersion curve, β>0 identifies the RH mode
while β<0 identifies the LH mode. An MTM device exhibits
a negative phase velocity depending on the operating
frequency.
[0017] An MTM antenna device, for example, includes
a cell patch, a feed line, and a via line. The cell patch is
the radiating element of the antenna, which transmits and
receives electromagnetic signals. The feed line is a struc-
ture that provides an input signal to the cell patch for
transmission and receives a signal from the cell patch as
received by the cell patch. The feed line is positioned to
capacitively couple to the cell patch.
The configuration of the feed line capacitively coupled to
the cell patch introduces a capacitive coupling to the feed
port of the cell patch. The device further includes a via
line coupled to the cell patch, and which is part of a trun-
cated ground element. The via line is connected to a sep-
arate ground voltage electrode, and acts as an inductive
load between the cell patch and the ground voltage elec-
trode.
[0018] The electrical size of a conventional transmis-
sion line is related to its physical dimension, thus reducing
device size usually means increasing the operational fre-
quency. Conversely, the dispersion curve of a metama-
terial structure depends mainly on the value of the four
CRLH parameters, CL, LL, CR, and LR. As a result, ma-
nipulating the dispersion relations of the CRLH parame-
ters enables a small physical RF circuit having electrically
large RF signals.
[0019] In one example, a rectangular-shaped MTM cell
patch having a length L and width W is capacitively cou-
pled to the launch pad, which is an extension of the feed

line, by way of a coupling gap. The coupling provides the
series capacitor or LH capacitor to generate a left hand
mode. A metallic via connects the MTM cell patch on the
top layer to a thin via line on the bottom layer and finally
leads to the bottom ground plane, which provides parallel
inductance or LH inductance.
[0020] In some applications, metamaterial (MTM) and
Composite Right and Left Handed (CRLH) structures and
components are based on a technology which applies
the concept of Left-handed (LH) structures. As used
herein, the terms "metamaterial," "MTM," "CRLH," and
"CRLH MTM" refer to composite LH and RH structures
engineered using conventional dielectric and conductive
materials to produce unique electromagnetic properties,
wherein such a composite unit cell is much smaller than
the free space wavelength of the propagating electro-
magnetic waves.
[0021] Many conventional printed antennas are small-
er than half a wavelength; thus, the size of the ground
plane plays an important role in determining their imped-
ance matching and radiation patterns. Furthermore,
these antennas may have strong cross polarization com-
ponents depending on the shape of the ground plane. A
conventional monopole antenna is ground plane-de-
pendent. The length of a monopole conductive trace pri-
marily determines the resonant frequency of the antenna.
The gain of the antenna varies depending on parameters
such as the distance to a ground plane and the size of
the ground plane. In some embodiments, an innovative
metamaterial antenna is ground-independent, wherein
the design has a small size compared to the operational
frequency wavelength, making it a very attractive solution
to use in various devices without changing the basic
structure of the antenna device. Such an antenna is ap-
plicable to Multiple Input-Multiple Output (MIMO) appli-
cations since no coupling occurs at the ground-plane lev-
el. Balanced antennas, such as dipole antennas have
been recognized as one of the most popular solutions
for wireless communication systems because of their
broadband characteristics and simple structure. They are
seen on wireless routers, cellular telephones, automo-
biles, buildings, ships, aircraft, spacecraft, etc.
[0022] In some conventional wireless antenna appli-
cations such as wireless access points or routers, anten-
nas exhibit omnidirectional radiation patterns and are
able to provide increased coverage for existing IEEE
802.11 networks. The omnidirectional antenna offers
360° of expanded coverage, effectively improving data
at farther distances. It also helps improve signal quality
and reduce dead spots in the wireless coverage, making
it ideal for Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) appli-
cations. Typically however, in small portable devices,
such as wireless routers, the relative position between
the compact antenna elements and the surrounding
ground plane influences the radiation pattern significant-
ly. Antennas without balanced structures, such as, patch
antennas or the Planar Inverted F Antenna (PIFA), even
though they are compact in terms of size, the surrounding
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ground planes can easily distort their omni-directionality.
[0023] More and more WLAN devices using MIMO
technology require multiple antennas, so that the signals
from different antennas can be combined to exploit the
multipath in the wireless channel and enable higher ca-
pacity, better coverage and increased reliability. At the
same time, consumer devices continue to shrink in size,
which requires the antenna to be designed in a very small
dimension. For the conventional dipole antennas or print-
ed dipole antennas, antenna size is strongly dependent
on the operational frequency, thus making the size re-
duction a challenging task.
[0024] CRLH structures can be used to construct an-
tennas, transmission lines and other RF components and
devices, allowing for a wide range of technology ad-
vancements such as functionality enhancements, size
reduction and performance improvements. Unlike con-
ventional antennas, the MTM antenna resonances are
affected by the presence of the Left-Handed (LH) mode.
In general, the LH mode helps excite and better match
the low frequency resonances as well as improves the
matching of high frequency resonances. These MTM an-
tenna structures can be fabricated by using a conven-
tional FR-4 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) or a Flexible
Printed Circuit (FPC) board. Examples of other fabrica-
tion techniques include thin film fabrication technique,
System On Chip (SOC) technique, Low Temperature Co-
fired Ceramic (LTCC) technique, and Monolithic Micro-
wave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) technique.
[0025] The basic structural elements of a CRLH MTM
antenna is provided in this disclosure as a review and
serve to describe fundamental aspects of CRLH antenna
structures used in a balanced MTM antenna device. For
example, the one or more antennas in the above and
other antenna devices described in this document may
be in various antenna structures, including right-handed
(RH) antenna structures and CRLH structures. In a right-
handed (RH) antenna structure, the propagation of elec-
tromagnetic waves obeys the right-hand rule for the
(E,H,β) vector fields, considering the electrical field E,
the magnetic field H, and the wave vector β (or propaga-
tion constant). The phase velocity direction is the same
as the direction of the signal energy propagation (group
velocity) and the refractive index is a positive number.
Such materials are referred to as Right Handed (RH)
materials. Most natural materials are RH materials. Arti-
ficial materials can also be RH materials.
[0026] A metamaterial may be an artificial structure or,
as detailed hereinabove, an MTM component may be
designed to behave as an artificial structure. In other
words, the equivalent circuit describing the behavior and
electrical composition of the component is consistent with
that of an MTM. When designed with a structural average
unit cell size ρ much smaller than the wavelength λ of
the electromagnetic energy guided by the metamaterial,
the metamaterial can behave like a homogeneous me-
dium to the guided electromagnetic energy. Unlike RH
materials, a metamaterial can exhibit a negative refrac-

tive index, and the phase velocity direction may be op-
posite to the direction of the signal energy propagation
wherein the relative directions of the (E,H,β) vector fields
follow the left-hand rule. Metamaterials having a negative
index of refraction and have simultaneous negative per-
mittivity ε and permeability m are referred to as pure Left
Handed (LH) metamaterials.
[0027] Many metamaterials are mixtures of LH meta-
materials and RH materials and thus are CRLH metama-
terials. A CRLH metamaterial can behave like an LH met-
amaterial at low frequencies and an RH material at high
frequencies. Implementations and properties of various
CRLH metamaterials are described in, for example,
Caloz and Itoh, "Electromagnetic Metamaterials: Trans-
mission Line Theory and Microwave Applications," John
Wiley & Sons (2006). CRLH metamaterials and their ap-
plications in antennas are described by Tatsuo Itoh in
"Invited paper: Prospects for Metamaterials," Electronics
Letters, Vol. 40, No. 16 (August, 2004).
[0028] CRLH metamaterials may be structured and en-
gineered to exhibit electromagnetic properties that are
tailored for specific applications and can be used in ap-
plications where it may be difficult, impractical or infea-
sible to use other materials. In addition, CRLH metama-
terials may be used to develop new applications and to
construct new devices that may not be possible with RH
materials.
[0029] Metamaterial structures may be used to con-
struct antennas, transmission lines and other RF com-
ponents and devices, allowing for a wide range of tech-
nology advancements such as functionality enhance-
ments, size reduction and performance improvements.
An MTM structure has one or more MTM unit cells. As
discussed above, the lumped circuit model equivalent
circuit for an MTM unit cell includes an RH series induct-
ance LR, an RH shunt capacitance CR, an LH series ca-
pacitance CL, and an LH shunt inductance LL. The MTM-
based components and devices can be designed based
on these CRLH MTM unit cells that can be implemented
by using distributed circuit elements, lumped circuit ele-
ments or a combination of both. Unlike conventional an-
tennas, the MTM antenna resonances are affected by
the presence of the LH mode. In general, the LH mode
helps excite and better match the low frequency reso-
nances as well as improves the matching of high frequen-
cy resonances. The MTM antenna structures can be con-
figured to support multiple frequency bands including a
"low band" and a "high band." The low band includes at
least one LH mode resonance and the high band includes
at least one RH mode resonance associated with the
antenna signal.
[0030] One type of MTM antenna structure is a Single-
Layer Metallization (SLM) MTM antenna structure,
wherein the conductive portions of the Some examples
and implementations of MTM antenna structures are de-
scribed in the US Patent Applications: Serial No.
11/741,674 entitled "Antennas, Devices and Systems
Based on Metamaterial Structures," filed on April 27,
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2007; and the US Patent No.7,592,957 entitled "Anten-
nas Based on Metamaterial Structures," issued on Sep-
tember 22, 2009. These MTM antenna structures may
be fabricated by using a conventional FR-4 Printed Cir-
cuit Board (PCB) or a Flexible Printed Circuit (FPC)
board.
[0031] MTM structure are positioned in a single met-
allization layer formed on one side of a substrate. In this
way, the CRLH components of the antenna are printed
onto one surface or layer of the substrate. For a SLM
device, the capacitively coupled portion and the inductive
load portions are both printed onto a same side of the
substrate.
[0032] A Two-Layer Metallization Via-Less (TLM-VL)
MTM antenna structure is another type of MTM antenna
structure having two metallization layers on two parallel
surfaces of a substrate. A TLM-VL does not have con-
ductive vias connecting conductive portions of one met-
allization layer to conductive portions of the other metal-
lization layer. The examples and implementations of the
SLM and TLM-VL MTM antenna structures are described
in the US Patent Application Serial Number 12/250,477
entitled "Single-Layer Metallization and Via-Less Meta-
material Structures," filed on October 13, 2008.
[0033] A CRLH MTM design may be used in a variety
of applications, including wireless and telecommunica-
tion applications. The use of a CRLH MTM design for
elements within a wireless application often reduces the
physical size of those elements and improves the per-
formance of these elements. In some embodiments,
CRLH MTM structures are used for antenna structures
and other RF components.
[0034] CRLH MTM structures may be used in wireless
access points and base stations to implement high gain
antennas. Access points may be stationary or mobile
units that transmit signals to other receivers, and there-
fore, act as routers in a wireless communication system.
In these applications, high gain antennas are used to
extend the signal range and boost the transmit/receive
capabilities. As used herein a high gain antenna refers
to a directional antenna which radiates a focused, narrow
beam, allowing precise targeting of the radio signal in the
given direction. The forward gain of a high gain antenna
may be evaluated by the isotropic decibel measurement,
dBi, which provides an indication of the antenna gain or
antenna sensitivity with respect to an isotropic antenna.
The forward antenna gain provides an indication of the
power generated by the antenna. With the proliferation
of wireless devices and applications, many governments
regulate the generated power, such as to set a limit to
the allowed Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP),
in dBm. This is the radiated power measured relative to
1 milliwatt (mW).
[0035] For example, consider a device incorporating
an antenna having a peak gain of 3dBi. Where a regula-
tion limits the maximum EIRP of such a wireless device
to 30dBm, there remains a power level difference of ap-
proximately 27dBm. This means that the antenna could

radiate 27dBm and remain within the allowable limits.
The 3dBi antenna is then able to optimize the output pow-
er range for this application using the 27dBm. Compare
this to a higher gain antenna, wherein the peak gain of
the antenna was 6dBi. Using this high gain antenna, the
same wireless device could be designed to optimize the
power range, using a lower power level of 24dBm. Thus,
for wireless applications, the gain of the antenna has a
direct relation on the power consumption of the device.
In this way, a higher gain antenna is able to optimize a
given output power range using less power than a lower
gain antennas. In a system employing a smart antenna
algorithm to direct the antenna radiation, the EMI with
the surrounding devices can also be reduced because
the high gain antennas radiate only in the direction of a
client device.
[0036] In many applications it is desirable to reduce
the Radio Frequency (RF) output power of a device. For
example, devices incorporating a high gain antenna gen-
erally have increased energy efficiency. Additionally,
high gain antennas may be implemented to optimize the
cost of manufacturing the device by reducing the ele-
ments required to support and operate with the antenna.
For example, a high gain antenna reduces the power
output level of a Power Amplifier (PA), as seen in the
above example, wherein the high gain antenna allows
the system to optimize the overall power limit using less
power. Further, reducing the power output of the PA may
result in reduced EMI. This may occur as high power
outputs tend to include higher harmonic levels and these
higher levels increase EMI. High gain antennas act to
reduce the power output of the PA and thus reduce EMI.
[0037] Examples of conventional high gain antennas
include horn antennas and patch antennas. The radiation
pattern of a dipole antenna has a toroidal shape (dough-
nut shape) with the axis of the toroid centering around
the dipole, and thus it is omnidirectional in the azimuthal
plane when the dipole size is about half a wavelength. A
dipole can be made directional by making the size differ-
ent from half a wavelength. For example, a full-wave di-
pole has the antenna gain of 3.82dBi. More directivity
can be obtained with a length of about 1.25λ. However,
when the dipole is made longer, the radiation pattern be-
gins to break up and the directivity drops sharply. Fur-
thermore, full-wave dipoles, and even half-wave dipoles,
are large in size and therefore do not always fit in a mod-
ern wireless device. Horn antennas have high gains, but
they are also too bulky to fit in a modern wireless device.
Another drawback with a horn antenna is that multiple
horn antennas are often needed to provide a required
coverage because the directivity can be too high for some
applications. Patch antennas can be compact in size if
loaded with high dielectric materials and can deliver high
gain. However, they tend to be too expensive to imple-
ment in wireless devices.
[0038] A CRLH MTM antenna structure provides a high
gain antenna that avoids many of the drawbacks of con-
ventional high gain antennas. CRLH MTM components
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may be printed onto a substrate, such as a PCB, provid-
ing an easily manufactured, inexpensive solution. The
PCB may include a ground plane or a surface having a
truncated or patterned ground portion or portions. In such
a design, the printed antenna may be designed to be
smaller than half a wavelength of the supported frequen-
cy range. The impedance matching and radiation pat-
terns of such an antenna are influenced by the size of
and the distance to the ground plane. The CRLH MTM
antenna structure may have printed components on a
first surface of the substrate, and other printed compo-
nents on the opposite surface or ground plane.
[0039] Using CRLH MTM structure(s), high gain may
be achieved using small printed antenna(s) strategically
placed with respect to a large ground plane. The closer
the antenna is placed to the ground plane, the stronger
the coupling there will be between the antenna and the
ground plane. In other words, the distance between the
antenna and the ground plane is inversely proportional
to the strength of the electromagnetic coupling therebe-
tween. Additionally, when the antenna is placed close to
a corner or edge of the ground plane, such as at the edge
of a device the resultant radiation pattern will be directed
toward that corner or edge, such as illustrated in the con-
figuration of Figure 26, wherein the radiation pattern of
antenna 402 has a radiation pattern directed to the left
of the substrate 414, and the antenna 406 has a radiation
pattern 424 directed to the right of the substrate 414.
[0040] The antenna gain, however, varies significantly
with the antenna position relative to the ground plane.
CRLH MTM structures may be used to construct anten-
nas, transmission lines, RF components and other de-
vices, allowing for a wide range of technology advance-
ments including functionality enhancement, size reduc-
tion and performance improvement. A high gain CRLH
MTM antenna structure may provide these advance-
ments while delivering high directivity and reducing the
size of the antenna structure.
[0041] Unlike conventional antennas, the MTM anten-
na resonances are affected by the presence of the LH
mode. In general, the LH mode helps excite and better
match the low frequency resonances as well as improves
the matching of high frequency resonances. These MTM
antenna structures may be incorporated on a conven-
tional FR-4 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) or a Flexible
Printed Circuit (FPC) board. Examples of other fabrica-
tion techniques and applications include thin film fabri-
cation technique, System On Chip (SOC) technique, Low
Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) technique, and
Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) tech-
nique.
[0042] In one embodiment, a high gain CRLH MTM
antenna incorporates a parasitic capacitive element to
enhance the directional radiation of the antenna. The par-
asitic capacitive element is positioned proximate a radi-
ating portion of the antenna, wherein an electromagnetic
coupling exists between the radiating portion of the an-
tenna and the parasitic capacitive element. This coupling

effects the directionality of the antenna. A variety of con-
figurations may be implemented to apply a parasitic ca-
pacitive element to a CRLH MTM antenna or antenna
array.
[0043] Figure 1 illustrates a prior art MTM antenna
structure 100 configured on a substrate 110. Some or all
of the portions of the antenna structure 100 may include
conductive material printed onto the substrate 110, such
as on multiple sides of a substrate 110. The substrate
110 includes a dielectric material that electrically isolates
a first surface of the substrate 110 from another surface.
A surface of the substrate 110 may be a layer included
in a multilayer structure, such as at least a portion of a
PCB or application board in a wireless-capable device.
The antenna structure 100 incorporates a CRLH meta-
material structure or configuration which, as described
above, is a structure that acts as an LH metamaterial
under some conditions and acts as an RH material under
other conditions. In one example, a CRLH MTM structure
behaves like an LH metamaterial at low frequencies and
an RH material at high frequencies, thus allowing multiple
frequency ranges and/or expanding or broadening an op-
erational frequency range of a device. CRLH MTMs are
structured and engineered to exhibit electromagnetic
properties tailored for the specific application and used
to develop new applications and to construct new devic-
es. An MTM antenna structure may be built using a va-
riety of materials, wherein the structure behaves as a
CRLH material.
[0044] The antenna structure 100 includes a plurality
of unit cells, wherein each unit cell acts as a CRLH MTM
structure. A unit cell includes a cell patch 102 and a via
118, wherein the via 118 enables coupling of the cell
patch 102 to a ground electrode 105 through a via con-
nection 119. The via connection 119 is a conductive trace
or element connecting two vias on different surfaces or
layers of the substrate 110. A launch pad 104 is config-
ured proximate one of the cell patches 102, such that
signals received on a feed line 106 are provided to the
launch pad 104. The cell patch 102 is capacitively cou-
pled to the launch pad 104 through coupling gap 108.
The signal transmissions cause charge to accumulate
on the launch pad 104. From the launch pad 104 electrical
charge is induced on the cell patch 102 due to the elec-
tromagnetic coupling of between the launch pad 104 and
the cell patch 102. Similarly, for signals received at the
antenna, charge accumulates on the cell patch 102, and
the charge is then induced onto the launch pad 104 due
to the electromagnetic coupling.
[0045] The substrate 110 may include multiple layers,
such as two conductive layers separated by a dielectric
layer. In such a configuration, elements of the antenna
structure 100 may be printed or formed on a first layer
using a conductive material, while other elements are
printed or formed on a second layer. One of the first and
second layers may include a ground electrode. The an-
tenna structure 100 illustrated in Figure 1 has a ground
electrode 105 to which the via connections 119 are cou-
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pled. Each via connections 119 provides an inductive
load to the corresponding cell patch 102. The capacitive
coupling at the feed to a cell patch 102 and the inductive
loading to ground facilitate the LH and RH behavior of
the antenna structure 100.
[0046] The cell patches 102 are the radiators of the
antenna 100, which are configured along a first layer or
surface of a substrate 110. For clarity the surface on
which the cell patches 102 are formed is referred to as
the top surface or layer 101. The second surface or layer
is then referred to as the bottom surface or layer 103. In
the orientation illustrated, the substrate 110 has a height
dimension in the z-direction.
[0047] Within the top surface 101,, a coupling gap 108
spaces a terminal cell patch 102 and a corresponding
launch pad 104. Further, each cell patch 102 is separated
from a next cell patch 102 by a coupling gap 109. The
launch pad 104 is coupled to a feed line 106 for providing
signals to and receiving signals from the cell patch 102.
Each cell patch 102 has a via 118 and is coupled to the
ground 105 by a via connection 119. The bottom surface
of the substrate 110 may be a ground plane or may in-
clude a truncated ground portion, such as a ground elec-
trode patterned onto the bottom structure 103.
[0048] Figure 2 is an additional view of a portion of
antenna structure 100, illustrating the cell coupling which
exists between the cell patch 102 and the launch pad
104 of antenna 100. As illustrated, the cell coupling oc-
curs within the coupling gap 108. The launch pad 104 is
coupled to the feed line 106, and receives electrical sig-
nals for transmission from the antenna 100. The electrical
voltage present on the launch pad 104 has an impact on
the cell patch 102 due to the cell coupling. In other words,
an electrical voltage is induced on the cell patch 102 in
response to the electrical condition of the launch pad
104. The amount of cell coupling is a function of the ge-
ometries of the launch pad 104, the cell patch 102 and
the coupling gap 108. As illustrated, the cell patch 102
has a via 118 which couples to the via connection 119
and to the ground electrode 105. The feed line 106 is
coupled to a feed port 107, which is electrically connected
to ground 111. The ground 111 may be part of the top
surface 101 or may be part of another layer.
[0049] Antenna measurement techniques measure
various parameters of an antenna, including but not lim-
ited to gain, radiation pattern, beamwidth, polarization,
and impedance. The antenna pattern or radiation pattern
is the response of the antenna to a signal provided to the
antenna, such as through a feed port, and which is then
transmitted by the antenna.
[0050] The measurements of the radiation pattern are
typically plotted in a 3-dimensional or 2-dimensional plot.
Most antennas are reciprocal devices and behave the
same on transmit and receive. The radiation pattern is a
graphical representation of the radiation, such as far-
field, properties of an antenna. The radiation pattern
shows the relative field strength of transmissions. As an-
tennas radiate in space, there are a variety of ways to

illustrate or graph the radiation patterns and thus de-
scribe the antenna. When the antenna radiation pattern
is not symmetric about an axis, multiple views may be
used to illustrate the antenna response and behavior.
The radiation pattern of an antenna may also be defined
as the locus of all points where the emitted power per
unit surface is the same. The radiated power per unit
surface is proportional to the squared electrical field of
the electromagnetic wave. The radiation pattern is the
locus of points with the same electrical field. In such a
representation, the reference is usually the best angle of
emission. It is also possible to depict the directive gain
of the antenna as a function of the direction. Often the
gain is given in dB.
[0051] Radiation graphs may use cartesian coordi-
nates or a polar plot, which is useful to measure the
beamwidth, which is, by convention, the angle at the -3dB
points around the maximum gain. The shape of curves
can be very different in cartesian or polar coordinates
and with the choice of the limits of the logarithmic scale.
[0052] Radiation from a transmitting antenna vary in-
versely with distance. The variation with observation an-
gles depends on the antenna. Observation angles in-
clude The radiation pattern gives the angular variation of
radiation from an antenna when the antenna is transmit-
ting. The radiation pattern may be used to determine the
directionality of an antenna. For example, an omnidirec-
tional antenna with constant radiation may be desirable
for one type of broadcast situation. Another situation may
a more directed beam. The directivity indicates how much
greater the peak radiated power density is for that anten-
na than it would be if all the radiated power were distrib-
uted uniformly around the antenna. The directivity of an
antenna may be considered the ratio of the power density
in the direction of the pattern maximum to the average
power density at the same distance from the antenna.
The gain of an antenna is then the directivity reduced by
losses of the antenna. Bandwidth is the range of frequen-
cies over which important performance parameters are
acceptable.
[0053] Gain is an antenna parameter measuring the
directionality of a given antenna. An antenna with a low
gain emits radiation in all directions equally, whereas a
high-gain antenna will preferentially radiate in particular
directions. Specifically, the gain, directive gain or power
gain of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the intensity
(power per unit surface) radiated by the antenna in a
given direction at an arbitrary distance divided by the
intensity radiated at the same distance by an hypothetical
isotropic antenna.
[0054] The transmissions from an antenna are electro-
magnetic waves which vary over time and may be ob-
served with respect to frequency, magnitude, phase, and
polarization. The gain of an antenna may be described
with respect to the polarization, and as the polarization
varies over time and has a spatial coordinate, the gain
may be measured for a given point in time, by the strength
of the electric field. In this way, the measurement has
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two components, magnitude and direction of the electric
field. Typically, this is plotted as two measures: a first
corresponding to the magnitude of the electric field in the
direction of polarization, and second corresponding to
the magnitude of the electric field at a 90° angle to the
direction of polarization. This is a 2-dimensional plot. The
first measure is referred to as the co-polarization gain or
θ gain;and the second is referred to as the cross-polari-
zation gain or Ø gain. Finally, the total gain may be con-
sidered the total of the co-polarization gain and the cross-
polarization gain. In some of the following illustrations,
the radiation pattern is described using such techniques.
[0055] Figure 3 illustrates the radiation pattern gener-
ated by the antenna 100 of Figure 1. The radiation pattern
is illustrated in 3-dimensions, and presents as a donut
shape mirrored about the y-axis. Figure 4 plots the θ gain,
the Ø gain and the total gain in dB, which corresponds
to the cross-polarization, co-polarization and the combi-
nation of these two, respectively. They are the x-z cut of
the 3-dimensional radiation pattern of Figure 3. For a
compact antenna, such as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2,
the cross-polarization is similar to the co-polarization. As
illustrated by Figures 3 and 4, the radiation pattern is not
significantly directional, but rather is more approximately
omnidirectional about the x-axis.
[0056] Figures 5 and 6 are dispersion curves associ-
ated with the metamaterial structure 100 of Figure 1 con-
sidering balanced and unbalanced cases. The CRLH dis-
persion curve for a unit cell plots the propagation constant
β as a function of frequency ω, as illustrated in Figures
5 and 6, considers the ωSE=ωSH (balanced, i.e., LR CL =
LL CR) and (ωSE#ωSH (unbalanced) cases, respectively.
In the latter case, there is a frequency gap between
min(ωSE,ωSH) and max(ωSE,ωSH). In addition, Figures 5
and 6 provide examples of the resonance position along
the dispersion curves. In the RH region (n>0, where n is
the refractive index of the unit cell) the structure size l,
given by l=Np, where p is the unit cell size, increases
with decreasing frequency. In contrast to the RH region,
in the LH region, lower frequencies are reached with
smaller values of Np, and therefore LH region allows size
reduction of the unit cell.
[0057] By changing the shape of the antenna compo-
nents, a directional antenna may be built using one or
more MTM unit cells, similar to those illustrated in Figures
1 and 2. Note that antenna structure 100 is configured
such that the shape of the cell patch 102 and the launch
pad 104 are regular geometric shapes, wherein one side
of the launch pad 104 matches one side of the cell patch
102. In one example illustrated in Figures 7 and 8, the
shape of the antenna structure 150 is a V-shape. The
antenna structure 150 includes a cell patch 164 having
two components which form a V-shape, and includes a
launch pad 154 having two components forming a V-
shape that is substantially complementary to the cell
patch 164. Operationally, capacitive coupling occurs be-
tween the spacing or gap between the cell patch surface
162 and the launch pad surface 160. In other words, the

configuration of and the spacing between the launch pad
154 and cell patch 164 enables capacitive coupling. The
spacing is a cell coupling gap 151 identifies the area be-
tween the cell patch 164 and the launch pad 154. The
combination of cell patch 164 and launch pad 154 seeks
to optimize the area of capacitive coupling therebetween.
The cell patch 164 includes a via 158, which is formed
in the substrate and provides an inductive load to the
antenna structure 150. The antenna structure 150 further
has a feed line 156 coupled to the launch pad 154; the
feed line 156 is coupled to a feed port 152 coupled to a
ground electrode 170. The antenna 150 further includes
bottom layer, wherein a via line is coupled to a ground
electrode, similar to the configuration of Figure 12.
[0058] Figure 8 illustrates a configuration 180 which
shows the positioning of the antenna structure 150 within
a substrate 161. The antenna structure 150 may be print-
ed onto a dielectric, such as a PCB or FR-4. Similarly,
the antenna structure 150 may be configured on one or
multiple boards, such as on a daughter board type con-
figuration.
[0059] Figure 9 illustrates the radiation pattern associ-
ated with antenna structure 150. The shape of the radi-
ation pattern of the antenna structure 150 is different from
that of antenna structure 100, having components in the
y-z plane. The differences are more pronounced in Figure
10, which shows a two dimensional view of the radiation
pattern in the x-z plane.
[0060] The addition of a capacitive element to a struc-
ture such as antenna structure 150 acts to improve the
directionality of the antenna. Figure 11 illustrates an an-
tenna 200 having a V-shaped cell patch with a substan-
tially complementarily shaped capacitive element. The
antenna 200 of Figure 11 has a launch pad 204 having
multiple components, portions or elongated elements. In
the illustrated embodiment, the launch pad 204 is V-
shaped. The cell patch 208 has a substantially comple-
mentary shape that shares multiple edges or surfaces.
The launch pad 204 has a launch pad surface 230 which
is in a V-shape. The cell patch 208 has a similar but small-
er V-shape and surface cell patch surface 232 which cor-
responds thereto. When a charge or current is driven
onto the launch pad 204 through the feed line 206 a
charge is induced on the cell patch 208 by way of elec-
tromagnetic coupling between the launch pad 204 and
the cell patch 208 in cell coupling gap 201. A feed port
207 is coupled to the feed line 206 to enable coupling to
a signal source. In one example the feed port 207 couples
to a coaxial cable. Still further, other antenna embodi-
ments may implement alternate shapes or variations of
the shapes.
[0061] The antenna 200 further includes a parasitic el-
ement 220 which has a shape similar to that of the cell
patch 208 and the launch pad 204. The parasitic element
220 is in a V-shape and has a parasitic element surface
236. As charge is induced on the cell patch 208 it is further
induced on the parasitic element 220 through coupling
in the parasitic coupling gap 203. By providing the re-
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duced surface area of multiple radiators, such as cell
patch 208 and parasitic element 220, the resultant beam
formed by the antenna 200 is then more strongly directed
in a specific direction. Other embodiments may imple-
ment alternate shapes or variations of the shapes illus-
trated in Figures 11 and 7.
[0062] The features of antenna 200 illustrated in Figure
11 are formed on a first surface or top surface of a sub-
strate or PCB. Corresponding features are illustrated in
Figure 12, which are formed on a separate layer or bottom
surface of the substrate. A bottom ground electrode 210
is coupled to a via line 212. The via line 212 couples a
via pad 214 to a bottom ground electrode 210, wherein
a via connection point 219 is positioned on the via pad
214 to provide an electrical connection between a via
connection point 218 on the cell patch 208 of the first
surface of the substrate. In other words, the via connec-
tion points 218 and 219 form a via that penetrates through
the substrate to provide a conductive path between cell
patch 208 and via line 212. The features of Figures. 11
and 12 may be made of a conductive material formed or
printed on the respective surfaces of the substrate, which
may be a metal such as copper or other conductive ma-
terial.
[0063] Figure. 13 illustrates the electromagnetic cou-
pling between elements of the antenna 200 in Figure 11.
The coupling between the launch pad 204 and the cell
patch 208 is identified within cell coupling gap 201. The
electromagnetic coupling acts to induce charge onto the
cell patch 208 when charge is driven onto the launch pad
204. Similarly, when charge is received at the antenna
200, and specifically onto the cell patch 208, the electro-
magnetic coupling acts to induce charge on the launch
pad 204. As illustrated, electromagnetic coupling exists
along a first axis which is between a first element of the
launch pad 204 and a first side of the cell patch 208,
wherein the first axis is approximately parallel to the first
element of the launch pad. Electromagnetic coupling also
exists along a second axis, different from the first axis,
between a second element of the launch pad 204 and a
second side of the cell patch 208. Further, electromag-
netic coupling also exists between a third side of the cell
patch 208 and a first side of the parasitic conductive el-
ement 220; electromagnetic coupling exists between a
fourth side of the cell patch 208 and a second side of the
parasitic conductive element 220.
[0064] Figure. 14 illustrates the antenna 200 as formed
on a substrate 213 having a bottom ground electrode 210
and a top layer 222. The feed line 206 and the launch
pad 204 are formed and configured on the top layer 222.
The cell patch 208 and the parasitic capacitive element
220 are also formed and configured on the top layer 222.
As illustrated, the launch pad 204, the parasitic capacitive
element and the cell patch 208 each has a V-shape; these
elements are configured to substantially complement
each other in a stack. The configuration of these elements
provides an effective radiation path due to the capacitive
coupling between these elements.

[0065] Continuing with Figure 14, the cell patch 208
includes a via connection point 219 which couples to a
via 218. The via 218 then couples to a via connection
point 221within the via pad 214 on the bottom surface.
The via pad 214 is coupled to the via line 212 which is
coupled to a bottom ground electrode, which is not shown
in Figure 14, but illustrated in Figure 12. The substrate
213 may include a dielectric layer separating the top layer
222 and the bottom surface or ground electrode 210. The
bottom ground electrode 222 is configured to meet the
via line 21, as illustrated in Figure 13. The bottom ground
electrode 22 is illustrated in Figure 14, for clarity of un-
derstanding, as on the bottom layer or surface of the
dashed line box positioned for electrical contact with via
line 212.
[0066] According to example embodiments, a struc-
ture of a high gain MTM antenna formed on a substrate
213 having a top layer 222 and a bottom layer 210, may
be a pattern printed or formed on various metal parts of
the substrate 213. The resultant high gain MTM antenna
200 has a portion on a top layer made up of a cell patch
208 and a launch pad 204 separated from the cell patch
208 by a coupling gap 1. This portion is then coupled to
a via pad 214 and a via line 212 which are formed on an
opposite layer, the bottom layer 210, which may also in-
clude a bottom ground portion. Note, the substrate 213
may include any number of layers, wherein the various
portions of the antenna 200 are positioned at different
layers within the substrate 213. For example, the top layer
222 and bottom layer 210 may not be on the outside of
the substrate 213, but may be layers within the substrate
213, wherein a dielectric or other isolating material is po-
sitioned between the top layer 222 and the bottom layer
210. The top layer 222 may include a ground portion that
is formed above and separated from the bottom ground
of the bottom layer 210 such that for example a co-planer
waveguide (CPW) feed port 207 may also be formed in
the top layer 222 or ground portion. The CPW feed port
207 is then connected to the feed line 206 to deliver pow-
er. A parasitic element 220 is then formed in the top layer
222, separated from the cell patch 208 by a coupling gap
2, wherein the coupling gap 2 may have different dimen-
sions from the coupling gap 1 between the cell patch 208
and the launch pad 204. The launch pad 204, cell patch
208 and parasitic element 220 form a nested V-shape,
wherein the structure is symmetric with respect to the
feed line 206 and via line 212 in this example. There are
a variety of feeding mechanisms for an antenna (e.g.
CPW, microstrip line, coaxial cable. CPW is provided in
one example.
[0067] Figure 15 identifies configuration 240 position-
ing of the antenna 200 within the substrate 261. The an-
tenna 200 may be formed on a dielectric substrate, such
as printed on one or multiple layers.
[0068] Figure 16 illustrates the radiation pattern 240
generated by the antenna 200 of Figure. 14. The radiation
pattern exhibits a further directionality than the antenna
150 of f as the lobes of the radiation pattern are more
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focused along the axes. Figure 17 is a two dimensional
plot of the radiation pattern in the y-z plane.
[0069] Figure. 18 illustrates an embodiment of an an-
tenna 300 having multiple parasitic capacitive elements
320 and 321. The configuration is similar to that of an-
tenna 200, having a feed line 306 and a launch pad 304
which together form a Y-shaped structure. The antenna
300 further includes a cell patch 308 having a V-shape
complementary to the launch pad 304. The first parasitic
capacitive element 320 is positioned proximate the cell
patch 308. The second parasitic capacitive element 321
is positioned proximate the first parasitic element 320.
Operation of the multiple parasitic capacitive elements
320 and 321 further focuses the directional antenna ra-
diation. The cell patch 302 has a via connection point,
which may be referred to as part of the via, coupling the
cell patch 302 to a via pad in another layer (not shown),
such as the via pad 214 and the via line 212 of antenna
200 illustrated in Figure. 11. The parasitic capacitive el-
ements 320 and 321 are illustrated in this embodiment
having a V-shape. Other embodiments may implement
a variety of shapes and configurations to add parasitic
capacitance to the antenna structure. Similarly, other RF
structures may incorporate a parasitic capacitance to in-
crease the directionality of a device.
[0070] A variety of shapes and configurations are pos-
sible which provide for a launch pad and cell patch con-
figuration that provides a directional antenna radiation
pattern having high gain. Figure 19 illustrates an embod-
iment of an antenna 320 having a different shape which
is an inverted V-shape. The launch pad 324 is coupled
to the feed line 326 and forms an inverted V-shape over
the feed line 326. The cell patch 322 has a corresponding
shape that is positioned proximate the launch pad 324.
Finally, a parasitic element 340 is positioned proximate
the cell patch 322. The combination of the parasitic ele-
ment 340, the cell patch 322 and the launch pad 324
provide the radiator structure for the antenna 320. The
cell patch 322 has a via connection point, or via portion,
coupling the cell patch 322 to a via pad and via line in
another layer (not shown). Figure 20 further illustrates a
configuration 350 positioning the antenna 320 on a sub-
strate 351.
[0071] Figure 21 is a radiation pattern associated with
the antenna 320, such as in configuration 350. There is
a directionality introduced along in the y-z plane. A 2-
dimensional radiation pattern may be used to further il-
lustrate the behavior of an antenna structure, and spe-
cifically illustrate the gain improvement of various con-
figurations incorporating a parasitic capacitive element.
The 2-dimensional radiation pattern illustrates a cut of
the radiation pattern as seen in the x-z plane, and illus-
trates the dBi gain of this embodiment.
[0072] Figure 22 illustrates a sample radiation pattern
associated with an antenna 280 similar to antenna 200
of Figure 11. The radiation patterns illustrated in Figure
22 are simplistic examples to facilitate clarity of under-
standing, and do not represent actual measured values.

These patterns illustrate the change in directionality as-
sociated with different shapes and configurations of an-
tenna structures having capacitive elements. The radia-
tion pattern 240 is identified by the dashed line having
two lobes extending along the z axis. The length of the
lobes is identified B0 and B0’. A comparative radiation
pattern 272 is also illustrated representing the radiation
pattern associated with antenna structure 150 of Figure
7. The radiation pattern 272 has lobes extending along
the z-axis, with length identified by A0 and A0’. As illus-
trated, the additional capacitive element 220 results in a
more focused radiation pattern along the z axis, and
therefore B0 > A0 and Ao’> A0’. The radiation pattern 240
is illustrated in this example as an approximately elliptical
shape, however, the shape may take any of a variety of
forms. The actual radiation pattern may be irregularly
shaped with a greater length defined along the y-axis
than the z-axis. Some shapes may have a greater length
defined along the z-axis than the y-axis and therefore
have a greater z-directionality. The antenna 200 is a di-
rected antenna with high gain along the axis of direction-
ality.
[0073] Figure 23 illustrates the radiation pattern for an-
tenna 300 of Figure 18 having capacitive element 321.
The antenna 300 has a via 305; the via 305 identifies the
center point C of the radiation pattern 292 identified by
the dashed, bold line. For comparison and clarity of un-
derstanding, the radiation patterns 240 and 272 of Figure
22 are reproduced here. The radiation pattern 292 has
lobes extending along the z-axis. As illustrated, the radi-
ation pattern 292 is more directional than the patterns
240 and 272. As parasitic capacitive elements are added
to the structure, the resultant radiation pattern becomes
more focused along the z-axis. The pattern 292 has a
length on each side of the z-axis from the center point C
identified by C0 and C0’. The length of pattern 292 is
greater than the length of pattern 272. The radiation pat-
tern 240 has a more narrowly directed, or more specifi-
cally directed, beam than the radiation pattern 272. The
specific change is dependent on the size of the parasitic
capacitive element, as well as the frequency range and
amplitude of the transmitted and received signals. Addi-
tionally, performance is a function of the shape of the
parasitic capacitive element, the number of parasitic ca-
pacitive elements, and the coupling gaps between the
parasitic capacitive element(s) and the cell patch of a
given antenna. Therefore, design of a directional antenna
may be enhanced by configuration of one or more para-
sitic capacitive elements. The addition of further parasitic
capacitive elements may act to extend the signal into one
or more directions. Such configuration may be adjusted
to achieve a desired directionality.
[0074] Other embodiments and antenna configura-
tions may be designed to achieve the directional exten-
sion of the radiation pattern of an antenna. Figures. 24
and 25 illustrate embodiments of different antenna struc-
tures. The antenna 350 has a U-shaped launch pad 354
coupled to a feed line 356, and has a complementary U-
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shaped cell patch 352 and parasitic capacitive element
358. As illustrated, the parasitic capacitive element 358
is also a U-shape, however, alternate configurations may
be implemented, such as a U-shaped element, similar to
some of the V-shaped antenna structures. Such struc-
tures are configured to result in a radiation pattern having
a narrow beam-width or higher directionality, as seen in
the x-z plane, in comparison to other design antennas,
such as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
[0075] The antenna 360 has a semi-circular or bowl-
shaped launch pad 364 and cell patch 368. The launch
pad 364 is coupled to a feed line 366. The parasitic ca-
pacitive element 358 has a bowl-shape corresponding
to that of the cell patch 368. As illustrated, the parasitic
capacitive element 368 also has a bowl shape, however,
alternate configurations may be implemented, such as a
filled element shaped similar to that of the cell patch 368
or otherwise. Variations on the shape and configuration
may be implemented to achieve a desired directionality.
Some embodiments of these shaped antennas have ra-
diation patterns similar to that of antenna 200 of Figure
11.
[0076] Figure. 26 illustrates an application 400 having
multiple antennas having parasitic elements, according
to an example embodiments. As illustrated, antennas
402, 404 and 406 are positioned with respect to a sub-
strate 414. The substrate 414 may include a ground elec-
trode or ground layer, which may a full layer of the sub-
strate 414 or may be a patterned portion of a layer of the
substrate 414. Each of the antennas 402, 404 and 406
has a configuration as discussed with respect to antenna
200 of Figure 11 and antenna 300 of Figure 23. The an-
tenna 404 has a first radiation pattern 422. The radiation
pattern 422 is affected by the position of the antenna 404
with respect to the substrate 414, and specifically with
respect to a ground layer or portion of the substrate 414.
The radiation pattern 420 of the antenna 402 is different
from the radiation pattern 422 of antenna 404 due to the
location of the antenna 402 at the far end of the substrate
414 which has less interaction with the substrate. The
radiation pattern 420 is directed away from the substrate
414. A similar radiation pattern 424 is seen at antenna
406. Note that the antennas may be positioned along the
substrate 414, wherein the closer the antenna is located
to the end of the substrate, the more impact on the di-
rectionality of the radiation pattern is experienced.
[0077] Figure. 27 illustrates an application 500 accord-
ing to an example embodiment, having a central control-
ler 514 for controlling operation of modules and compo-
nents within application 500. The application 500 may be
a wireless communication device or a wireless device
used in a stationary or mobile environment. The applica-
tion 500 further includes an antenna controller 506 to
control operation of a plurality of high gain antennas 504.
A communication bus 510 is provided for communication
within the application 500, however, alternate embodi-
ments may have direct connectivity between modules.
The communication bus 5210 is further coupled to the

front end modules 502 for receiving communications and
transmitting communications. The application 500 in-
cludes hardware, software, firmware or a combination
thereof, which are part of the functional applications 508.
Peripheral devices 512 are also coupled to the commu-
nication bus 510. In operation, the application 500 pro-
vides functionality which includes or is enhanced by wire-
less access and communication. The high gain antennas
504 are MTM antenna structures, each including a par-
asitic element.
[0078] Figure. 28 illustrates a method for designing an
application and building the device. The process 600
starts by identifying a desired gain and range of the target
application, operation 602. The process then includes
operations to select the number of antenna elements,
operation 604, and select the number of parasitic capac-
itive elements for these antenna elements, operation
606. The process then includes operations to select a
configuration of the antenna elements with the parasitic
capacitive elements. At decision point 610 the designer
determines if the output power satisfies the specification
and requirements of the application. When the design
satisfies the specification, the design is complete, else
processing returns to operation 606 to continue the de-
sign. Some applications may include a combination of
high gain antennas, where at least one antenna has a
parasitic capacitive element or elements. Similarly, an
application may include a variety of shapes and config-
urations of MTM antennas having various shapes asso-
ciated with the parasitic elements.
[0079] Figure. 29 is a graph of the estimated peak gain
of an antenna having a parasitic capacitive element. The
results plotted in Figure 29 consider the antenna operat-
ing in free space, which is illustrated by a solid line. In
another scenario, the antenna is positioned perpendicu-
lar to the ground plane, which is illustrated by the dashed
line with the long dashes. The estimated peak gain of a
dipole antenna is also graphed for comparison, which is
illustrated by the dashed line with the long dashes. As
illustrated, the estimated peak gain of the antenna, such
as antenna 200, increases at higher frequencies.
[0080] Figure 30 is a plot of the peak gain of an antenna
with at least one parasitic element and an antenna with-
out any parasitic element. The gain is plotted in dB and
as a function of frequency. As illustrated, there is an im-
provement in the peak gain with the parasitic element.
[0081] As illustrated in the above embodiments a di-
rectional antenna with a parasitic capacitive element is
designed for achieving high gain. In some embodiments,
the expected peak gain is comparable to a dipole antenna
and may increase peak gain while maintaining a small
footprint. Additionally, some embodiments are provided
as printed structures on a substrate. The antenna in-
cludes a launch pad and cell patch formed on a first layer
of a substrate, wherein a via couples the cell patch to a
ground portion of another layer separated by a dielectric.
The directionality of the antenna is a function of the shape
of the launch pad, the cell patch and the parasitic ele-
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ment. In some embodiments the antenna performance
is a function of the direction and angle of the flare of the
antenna structure.
[0082] Some embodiments provide a two dimensional
equivalent of a horn antenna, where the launch pad, the
cell patch and the parasitic element are a nested, sym-
metric horn shape, such as a V-shape structure. This
allows the antenna to achieve the directionality and high
gain of a horn antenna without the three dimensional con-
struction of a cone. Some embodiments implement a va-
riety of other shapes, such as a U shape, a cross-sec-
tional cup shape, or any two-dimensional shape having
arms spreading outwardly from a narrow to a wider span.
[0083] It should be noted that the electric field distribu-
tion of the high gain antenna described herein, such as
an MTM antenna, provides a strong coupling between
the launch pad to ground, such as illustrated in Figure
13, wherein an electromagnetic coupling is created be-
tween the launch pad 204 and the ground 222 of the top
layer.
[0084] The directivity of the high gain MTM antenna
may be further increased with the one or more parasitic
elements. The parasitic elements do not extend the
length of the antenna, whereas the directivity of a horn
antenna is increased with length of the horn.

Claims

1. A metamaterial antenna device, comprising:

a substrate (213) having two conductive layers
separated by a dielectric layer;
a first metal portion (204) patterned onto a first
layer of the substrate (213),
a feed line (206) coupled to the first metal portion
(204);
a second metal portion (208) patterned onto the
first layer of the substrate (213), the second met-
al portion (208) being coupled (218,219) to a
ground electrode (210), and the second metal
portion (208) having a first side proximate the
first metal portion (204) so that the second metal
portion (208) is separated from the first metal
portion (204) by a first coupling gap (201), char-
acterized by:

the first metal portion (204) having a flared
shape and the second metal portion (208)
having a second shape corresponding to
the flared shape of the first metal portion
(204); and
a parasitic element (220) patterned onto the
first layer of the substrate (213), the para-
sitic element (220) having a shape corre-
sponding to the second shape and posi-
tioned proximate a second side of the sec-
ond metal portion (208) so that the parasitic

element (220) is separated from the second
metal portion (208) by a second coupling
gap (203) being different from the first cou-
pling gap (201).

2. The metamaterial antenna of claim 1, wherein the
antenna is a Composite Right and Left Handed
CRLH structure.

3. The metamaterial antenna of claim 2, wherein sig-
nals are guided through the CRLH structure to radi-
ate in a first direction.

4. The metamaterial antenna of claim 2, wherein the
antenna is a unit cell, the first metal portion (204) is
a launch pad and the second metal portion is a cell
patch (208).

5. The metamaterial antenna of claim 1, wherein the
flared shape is a V-shape.

6. The metamaterial antenna of claim 1, wherein the
parasitic element (220) is a parasitic capacitive ele-
ment comprising a plurality of nested shapes.

7. The metamaterial antenna of claim 2, wherein the
flared shape is symmetric with respect to the feed
line (206) coupled to the first metal portion (204).

8. The metamaterial antenna as in claim 2, wherein the
flared shape is a U-shape.

9. The metamaterial antenna of claim 2, wherein the
flared shape is a semi-circular shape.

10. The metamaterial antenna of claim 2, wherein the
antenna further comprises a via (218) to a second
layer of the substrate, the second layer including the
ground electrode (210), said ground electrode (210)
being coupled to said second metal portion (208) by
the via (218,219).

11. The metamaterial antenna of claim 10, further com-
prising a via line (212) and a via pad (214) on the
second layer, the via pad (214) being coupled to the
via (218,219).

12. A wireless apparatus, comprising and at least one
metamaterial antenna according to one of the claims
1 to 11.

Patentansprüche

1. Metamaterialantennenvorrichtung, aufweisend:

ein Substrat (213) mit zwei leitfähigen Schich-
ten, die durch eine dielektrische Schicht ge-
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trennt sind;
einen ersten Metallabschnitt (204), der an einer
ersten Schicht des Substrats (213) in Form ei-
nes Musters gebildet ist;
eine mit dem ersten Metallabschnitt (204) ge-
koppelte Speiseleitung (206);
einen zweiten Metallabschnitt (208), der an der
ersten Schicht des Substrats (213) in Form ei-
nes Musters gebildet ist, wobei der zweite Me-
tallabschnitt (208) mit einer Erdungselektrode
(210) gekoppelt ist (218, 219) und der zweite
Metallabschnitt (208) eine erste Seite nahe an
dem ersten Metallabschnitt (204) hat, so dass
der zweite Metallabschnitt (208) durch einen
ersten Kopplungsspalt (201) von dem ersten
Metallabschnitt (204) getrennt ist, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass
der erste Metallabschnitt (204) eine sich weiten-
de Form hat und der zweite Metallabschnitt
(208) eine zweite Form hat, die der sich weiten-
den Form des ersten Metallabschnitts (204) ent-
spricht; und
ein parasitäres Element (220) an der ersten
Schicht des Substrats (213) in Form eines Mus-
ters gebildet ist, wobei das parasitäre Element
(220) eine Form hat, die der zweiten Form ent-
spricht, und nahe an einer zweiten Seite des
zweiten Metallabschnitts (208) angeordnet ist,
so dass das parasitäre Element (220) durch ei-
nen zweiten Kopplungsspalt (203), der sich von
dem ersten Kopplungsspalt (201) unterschei-
det, von dem zweiten Metallabschnitt (208) ge-
trennt ist.

2. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Antenne eine Composite Right and Left Handed
CRLH-Struktur ist.

3. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 2, wobei Sig-
nale durch die CRLH-Struktur geführt werden, um in
eine erste Richtung abzustrahlen.

4. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
Antenne eine Einheitszelle ist, der erste Metallab-
schnitt (204) eine Startplattform ist und der zweite
Metallabschnitt ein Zellbereich (208) ist.

5. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
sich weitende Form eine V-Form ist.

6. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 1, wobei das
parasitäre Element (220) ein parasitäres kapazitives
Element ist, das mehrere ineinander geschachtelte
Formen aufweist.

7. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
sich weitende Form symmetrisch bezüglich der mit
dem ersten Metallschnitt (204) gekoppelten Speise-

leitung (206) ist.

8. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
sich weitende Form eine U-Form ist.

9. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
sich weitende Form eine Halbkreisform ist.

10. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
Antenne ferner einen zu einer zweiten Schicht des
Substrats führenden Durchgang (218) aufweist, wo-
bei die zweite Schicht die Erdungselektrode (210)
aufweist und die Erdungselektrode (210) über den
Durchgang (218, 219) mit dem zweiten Metallab-
schnitt (208) gekoppelt ist.

11. Metamaterialantenne nach Anspruch 10, ferner auf-
weisend eine Durchgangsleitung (212) und einen
Durchgangsanschlussfleck (214) an der zweiten
Schicht, wobei der Durchgangsanschlussfleck mit
dem Durchgang (218, 219) verbunden ist.

12. Drahtlose Vorrichtung, aufweisend mindestens eine
Metamaterialantenne nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 11.

Revendications

1. Un dispositif d’antenne métamatériaux, compre-
nant:

un substrat (213) ayant deux couches conduc-
trices séparées par une couche diélectrique;
une première partie en métal (204) structurée
sur une première couche du substrat (213),
une ligne d’alimentation (206) couplée à la pre-
mière partie en métal (204);
une seconde partie en métal (208) structurée
sur la première couche du substrat (213), la se-
conde partie en métal (208) étant couplée (218,
219) à une
électrode de masse (210), et la seconde partie
en métal (208) ayant un premier bord à proximité
de la première partie en métal (204) tel que la
seconde partie en métal (208) est séparée de
la première partie en métal (204) par un premier
espace de couplage (201),

caractérisé par:

la première partie en métal (204) ayant une for-
me évasée et la seconde partie en métal (208)
ayant une seconde forme correspondant à la
forme évasée de la première partie en métal
(204); et un élément parasite (220) structuré sur
la première couche du substrat (213), l’élément
parasite (220) ayant une forme correspondant
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à la seconde forme et positionnée à proximité
d’un second côté de la seconde partie en métal
(208) tel que l’élément parasite (220) est séparé
de la seconde partie en métal (208) par un se-
cond espace de couplage (203) étant différent
du premier espace de couplage (201).

2. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 1,
dans laquelle l’antenne est une structure CRLH,
Composite Right Left Handed.

3. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 2,
dans laquelle les signaux sont guidés à travers la
structure CRLH pour radier dans une première di-
rection.

4. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 2,
dans laquelle l’antenne est une cellule unitaire, la
première partie en métal (204) est une aire de lan-
cement et la seconde partie en métal est un patch
cellulaire (208).

5. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 1,
dans laquelle la forme évasée est une forme en V.

6. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication, dans
laquelle l’élément parasite (220) est un élément ca-
pacitif parasite comprenant une pluralité de formes
emboitées.

7. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 2,
dans laquelle la forme évasée est symétrique par
rapport à la ligne d’alimentation (206) couplée à la
première partie en métal (204).

8. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 2,
dans laquelle la forme évasée est une forme en U.

9. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 2,
dans laquelle la forme évasée est une forme semi-
circulaire.

10. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 2,
dans laquelle l’antenne comprend en plus un voie
(218) vers une second couche du substrat, la secon-
de couche du substrat incluant l’électrode de masse
(210), ladite électrode de masse (210) étant couplée
à ladite seconde partie en métal (208) par la voie
(218 ,219).

11. L’antenne métamatériaux de la revendication 10,
comprenant en plus une ligne de voie (212) et un via
pad (214) sur la seconde couche, le via pad (214)
étant couplé à la voie (218, 219).

12. Un appareil sans fil, comprenant au moins une an-
tenne métamatériaux selon l’une des revendications
1 à 11.
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